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ABSTRACT

In this paper we describe a system for the automatic anno-
tation of tennis matches. The goal is to provide annotation
at all levels, from shot detection to a complete breakdown
of the scoring within the match. At present the system will
automatically analyse a tennis video to the extent that it can
identify the outcome of individual video shots, with reason-
able accuracy. We briefly describe the overall system archi-
tecture, and describe in more detail the key components: the
ball tracking and the high-level reasoning.

1. INTRODUCTION

Any large archive, of any medium, needs a means whereby
users can conveniently and quickly discover and retrieve
items of interest. In traditional libraries, indexing is car-
ried out at two levels: the library has a catalogue of vol-
umes, and, where relevant, each volume has its own index.
Both levels of indexing are mainly manual processes. In the
case of audiovisual libraries, the same approach is generally
adopted, so that the individual volumes (tapes in this case)
have to be manually annotated by skilled workers. In prac-
tice, this finer level of indexing is often not carried out at
all, because of the cost involved. Also the creation and stor-
ing of video material has become dramatically cheaper in
recent years. The consequence of this is that the size of the
video archives, both commercial and in the home, has in-
creased hugely, to the extent that browsing the material, or
searching for a particular clip, has become a real problem.

There is therefore an urgent requirement for tools that
can automatically analyse the material and generate mean-
ingful and useful annotation for subsequent searching and
browsing. Ideally this would provide annotation of at least
the quality of the current manual arrangements. In practice
automatic systems fall far short of this ideal. At present, for
general use, such systems can reasonably reliably identify
and index individual shots, and provide some sort of visual
and audio summary of each shot.
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Sports events on the other hand have unique properties
that can be exploited, namely that any sport is governed by
a set of rules. Thus if a system can detect enough relevant
events in a sport, and use them to drive a state machine base
of the rules of the sport, a more detailed analysis should be
feasible. The event detection may not have to be precise,
provided enough redundancy is built in. There have been
various efforts to exploit this approach:

• In [5] the authors developed a cognitive audiovisual sys-
tem for the analysis of Formula 1 race videos. They use
video and audio features to extract events such as overtak-
ing, cars running off the road, and the drivers’ classification
and times. Events of semantic importance are then inferred
through the use of Dynamic Bayesian Networks, either by
using audio and video information separately or combining
this information in time. Both approaches yield promising
results when tested on simple queries.

• In [4], Petkovicet al. use HMMs in order to classify dif-
ferent types of strokes in tennis games, using the body pos-
tures of the players. The hit types detected include fore-
hands, back-hands, serves, etc. The players are segmented
from the background; then Fourier descriptors are used to
describe the players’ stance; finally a set of HMMs recog-
nise each type of hit. The results of this work show that this
method are promising.

• Kijak et al. [2] also use an HMM to classify a tennis
game into these scenes: first missed serve, rally, replay,
and commercial break. In this work they use the HMM
to fuse both visual cues, including dominant colours, spa-
tial coherency and camera motion activity, and audio cues,
including speech, applause, ball hits, noise and music. A
second level of HMM is also used in this method, to reflect
the syntax of a tennis game.

• Snooker video footage is used in the work of [6]. The
white ball is detected and tracked, and its motion analysed
to identify the strategy of the player. The table is parti-
tioned into five strategic areas, which are used by a set of
four HMMs to classify the play into five categories: shot-to-
nothing; building a break; conservative play; escaping from
a snooker; and a miss. The maximum likelihood measures



from each HMM are compared to generate the classifica-
tion.

• The work of Changet al. [1] describes a method to ex-
tract highlights from baseball games. They use a fusion
of static and dynamic information to classify the highlights
into home run, good hit, good catch and within-diamond
play. The static information is represented as statistical mod-
ules in the form of histograms that can be classified into
seven different types of play. The dynamic information is
in the form of a set of HMMs, one for each highlight type.
Each HMM models the transitions between the types of play
that are representative of the corresponding highlight.

These examples are only a small subset of the applications
these inference tools have been tested upon; however, in
each case the HMM (or DBN) provides a useful mechanism
for associating a sequence of detected events with labels of
semantic content. Still, we notice that in general, the HMMs
work at a single semantic level. Thus, if mistakes occur,
higher level information cannot be brought to bear to influ-
ence the decision making. (The exception is [2], although
it is not clear to what extent the higher-level HMM is being
used to drive decision making in the lower level one). In
any sports activity there is a set of rules that, in the case of
professional events, can more or less be relied upon. In par-
ticular, in the case of a professional tennis tournament a rich
and complex set of formal rules exists that can be structured
in a hierarchical fashion.

In our work, we have applied these principles to the au-
tomated annotation of tennis matches. In contrast to the ap-
proaches listed above, we have adopted a multi-level con-
textual model. The ultimate objective is to provide a top-
down annotation, starting from the match level, and pro-
ceeding downwards through sets, games, points and serves.
The current status of the system is that it is capable of re-
porting the outcome of individual video shots. It has been
tested on about half an hour of off-air tennis video material.

The next section (Section 2) summarises the modular
framework of the system. The following three sections de-
scribe the individual modules. Section 3 contains brief de-
scriptions of the low-level modules, up to the point at which
the shots are classified, together with those modules needed
for tracking the players. Section 4 describes the modules
needed to track the tennis ball, together with an analysis of
the performance of the ball tracking. These tracking results
are then combined in the high-level modules described in
Section 5, which generate the output annotation for each
shot. This section also includes a description of some ex-
periments in which we ran the complete system on some of
the material from the women’s final of the 2003 Australian
Open Tennis Tournament. In the final section (Section 6) we
review the progress made on the annotation system, high-
lighting some of the remaining problems, and outlining the
future direction of this work.

2. THE MODULAR VIDEO ANALYSIS SYSTEM

The system is in two parts: a short-term and a long-term
memory. The short-term memory analyses the video, in a
bottom-up fashion, making available relevant results to the
long-term memory, and “forgetting” the rest. The long-term
memory stores only the information that might be useful in
the long term, and provides a graphical interface for brows-
ing this information in a top-down fashion.

2.1. The short-term memory

The short-term memory system itself is designed to be in-
dependent of the application. It provides the infrastructure
to run the particular modules selected for the application.
Thus it includes:

• self-assembly of the system

• the means of starting the modules as individual threads

• communication between the modules

• storage for the inter-module data

• the re-use of previously computed partial results

• forgetting data that is no longer wanted

The tennis annotation system consists of a number of
processing modules that plug into the memory system. The
system is run by launching a target module (or modules);
this module then launches those modules needed to gener-
ate its input data, in a recursive fashion, until all of the mod-
ules needed for the application have been assembled. The
complete set of modules that make up the tennis annotation
system is shown in Fig. 1, which also shows the data flow
between the modules.

2.2. The long-term memory: a tennis browser

The long-term memory retains useful information gener-
ated by the short-term memory, and provides the means to
browse it. Unlike the short-term memory design, it is (cur-
rently) specific to the application — here in the form of a
tennis browser. The annotation system can be run directly
from the browser; alternatively the browser can browse pre-
computed results.

The main control panel is shown in Fig. 2. It can be used
to display the progress of individual shots (Fig. 3(a)), and
shot summaries (Fig. 3(b)), including the mosaic and ball
track of play shots. Individual shots can also be replayed.

3. THE LOW-LEVEL AND PLAYER TRACKING
MODULES

Many of these modules do not require state-of-the-art algo-
rithms for this application. Accordingly they were mainly
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Fig. 1. Module set and data flow for tennis annotation

Fig. 2. Control panel

implemented using simple, fast, established algorithms (with
exception of the mosaic module).

Module ‘frame’: The ‘frame’ module reads a stream of
video frames, de-interlaces them into a stream of fields and
applies a preset amount of lens distortion correction.

Module ‘homography’: The camera position on the
court is assumed to be fixed, so that the global transfor-
mation between consecutive pairs of fields can be assumed
to be a homography. The homography is found by: track-
ing corners through the sequence; applying RANSAC to the
corners to find a robust estimate of the homography, and fi-
nally applying a Levenberg-Marquardt optimiser to improve
the homography.

Module ‘shotBoundary’: This module uses the colour
histogram intersection between adjacent fields to detect shot
boundaries.

Module ‘shotClass’: A linear classifier is used to clas-
sify the shots into “play” and “non-play” using a combi-
nation of colour histogram mode and corner point continu-
ity. Some shots are incorrectly classified (for our purposes)
as “play”, such as replays. However these false positives
are generally eliminated later on by the projection module,
which rejects the shot if it is unable to find the court mark-
ings.

Module ‘mosaic’: A mosaic is generated for each “play”
shot as follows:

• The inter-field homographies are used to approximately
warp each field into the mosaic coordinate system.

• The warped field is re-registered with the current mosaic
to improve the homography.

• The warped fields are subsampled — typically 1 in 10
fields are retained for the mosaic.

• The mosaic is constructed by applying a median filter to



(a) Main shot browser

(b) Shot properties

Fig. 3. Shot browser

each pixel of the set of these remaining warped fields.

Module ‘whiteLines’: The white lines are located us-
ing a combination of edge detector and Hough transform.

Module ‘projection’: At present, some basic assump-
tions are made about the camera position in order to label
the white lines. A court model is then used to set up a set of
projective linear equations in order to solve for the camera
homography. If the module fails, the shot is relabelled as
“non-play”.

Module ‘foreground’: The foreground is determined
for each field by subtracting the warped mosaic from the
field, low-pass filtering the difference, and applying a thresh-
old to the filtered difference image. The result is then fil-
tered to reduce the noise.

Module ‘playerTrack’: Firstly an attempt is made to
locate the players from the foreground images from the ‘fore-
ground’ module. This sometimes fails, e.g. because one of
the players in a short shot does not move enough to be re-
moved from the mosaic image. If this is the case, a second
algorithm is invoked, in which the shot is segmented into
regions, and the dominant colour established. Candidate re-
gions are identified that are (a) significantly different from
the dominant colour and (b) in a plausible position within
the image.

4. TENNIS BALL TRACKING

4.1. Introduction

To detect the key ball events that describe how the match
progresses, e.g. the tennis ball being hit or bouncing on the
ground, the tracking of the tennis ball is required. This is
a challenging task: small objects usually have fewer fea-
tures to detect, and are more vulnerable to distractions; the
movement of the tennis ball is so fast that sometimes it is
blurred into the background, and is also subject to tem-
porary occlusion and sudden change of motion direction.
Also, unlike systems where high quality video sequences
and multiple cameras are used to reconstruct the trajectories
in 3-D space (e.g. [3]), our system uses low quality off-air
videos recorded with a single camera. Two example frames
are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a), the tennis ball is over
the player’s head, with a size of only about five pixels. In
Fig. 4(b), the tennis ball velocity is very high, and is almost
completely blurred into the background.

(a) Far player serving (b) Fast moving tennis ball

Fig. 4. Two example frames

Despite all the difficulties mentioned above, there are
some desirable features. One distinctive characteristic of
tennis ball dynamics is that, although the ball changes its
motion direction from time to time, each segment of the
whole trajectory, separated by bounce points and hit points,
can be well modelled by a linear dynamic system, which
consequently simplifies the tracker.

Tracking of the tennis ball is performed on the play shots
only. The ‘skipHomogs’ and ‘ballForeground’ modules gen-
erate a sequence of foreground images; these are used as
input to the ‘ballCandidates’ module that identifies candi-
date ball blobs. The ‘ballTracking’ module then tracks the
ball and detects “events” — i.e. abrupt changes in the ball’s



trajectory.

4.2. Module ‘skipHomogs’

Because of the spatial aliasing present in the fields, a second
homography module was implemented for the ball tracking
branch, in order to generate more precise foreground sep-
aration. This module operates in a broadly similar fashion
to the ‘homography’ module. The difference is that the ho-
mographies are computed between corresponding fields of
consecutive frames: i.e. fieldn is compared with fieldn+2.
Thus two separate corner trackers are needed, for the odd
and even fields.

4.3. Module ‘ballForeground’

For theith field, six fields, with sequence numbersi−8, i−
6, i−4, i+4, i+6, i+8, are chosen as reference fields. Each
motion-compensated reference field is subtracted from the
ith field. The subtraction results are then thresholded to get
6 foreground images. A pixel is classified as a foreground
pixel only if it appears as a foreground pixel on all the six
foreground images. A morphological opening operation is
then applied, to further remove noise.

4.4. Module ‘ballCandidates’

The foreground image may contain blobs from the rackets
or the players, as well as from the true tennis ball. Colour
and shape information is used to differentiate true tennis ball
from other blobs.

Ground truth information of the tennis ball colour in
HSV colour space is obtained using training data. A 2-
dimensional Gaussian model is fitted to the hue and sat-
uration components of the ground truth information. The
colour model is then used as the kernel in a region grow-
ing algorithm. Foreground pixels are grown sequentially
to form blobs, according to the Mahalanobis distance be-
tween the hue and saturation components of its colour and
the colour model. For each field, the firstm blobs with
smallest distance and proper size/shape are marked as ten-
nis ball candidates.

4.5. Module ‘ballTracking’

The proposed tennis ball tracking algorithm is based on a
Kalman filter. The Kalman filter works well when the linear
assumption of tennis ball motion is satisfied, that is, except
when the tennis ball bounces or is hit. The position, velocity
and acceleration of the tennis ball in bothx andy directions
are modelled in the filter state vector.

To enhance the basic filter, the following measures are
taken:

• At each stage of the filter, multiple hypotheses for the new
position of the ball are permitted.

• The filter is applied to the shot in both forward and back-
ward directions, and the results are combined to recover
from errors caused by motion nonlinearity.

• The key events (sudden changes in velocity) are detected.

Each of these steps is explained in more detail.
Making multiple hypothesesBecause the ball motion

experiences a discontinuity when it bounces or is hit which
is not modelled by the Kalman filter, the method permits the
generation of multiple hypotheses. Each ball candidate in
the current field can potentially generate a new hypothesis
under certain constraints; also a hypothesis may be gener-
ated for an occluded ball. A “lifetime” parameter, which
represents the number of “no observation fields” a track can
tolerate before it is discarded, is defined for each track. The
life time is associated with the cumulative likelihood of the
track: the higher the cumulative likelihood, the longer the
life time. Consequently, a track that is more likely to be
the true trajectory has a better chance of surviving the fail-
ure of the object detection. To control the total number of
tracks, for each observation at timek, the cumulative likeli-
hoods of all the tracks that are updated with this observation
are compared, and only the one that has greatest cumulative
likelihood is retained (magenta track in Fig 5).

Fig. 5. Making multiple hypotheses

Forward and backward tracking: Since the track is
generally reliable before a motion discontinuity, but is less
reliable afterwards, the tracking is performed in both back-
ward and forward directions. The two tracks are merged
field-by-field, on the basis of maximum likelihood.

Event detection The progress of the tennis match is
described by key events such as: the tennis ball being hit,
bouncing on the court or hitting the net. Such events can be
spotted by detecting the motion discontinuities of the tennis
ball. A point on the trajectory is marked as an event when
the change in both orientation and motion magnitude exceed
specific thresholds.

An example of the final tracking result and event detec-
tion result is shown in Fig. 6. In this example there are no
false positive events; however 3 events (1 bounce, 2 hits)



are not detected. It is also left to higher level modules to
recover from wrong decisions made here.

Fig. 6. Final tracking result (with event detection)

4.6. Experimental results

To measure the performance of the tracking algorithm, re-
call and precision of the event detection are used. Recall is
defined as the ratio of true positives in detected events to the
ground truth events; the precision is defined as the ratio of
true positives in detected events to all detected events. Since
an event is a motion discontinuity point in the trajectory, it
corresponds to a point in X-Y-Time 3D space. A detected
event is regarded as correct when it is within

√
3 pixels and

1 field of the ground truth position.
The experiments were carried out on 45 manually clas-

sified play shots, which contain 361 events. Table 1 below
shows the recalls and precisions recorded when 3 different
combinations of thresholds (Ta andTv) are used.

Ground
truth
events

Detected
True
positives Recall Precision

Ta = π/8, Tv = 2 323 289 80.1% 89.5%
Ta = π/16, Tv = 0 361 443 326 90.3% 73.6%
Ta = π/16, Tv = 2 363 300 83.1% 82.6%

Tab. 1. Recall and precision of event detection

Event detection errors have 3 main causes:

• If the ball tracking goes wrong, at least one false positive
event is detected. This type of error is responsible for most
of the false positives (30 / 34, whenTa = π/8, Tv = 2).

• At event detection level, sometimes the motion disconti-
nuity of the tennis ball can be too subtle to detect, result-
ing in missed events. This is particularly noticeable when
the ball is at the far side of the court, where it can travel
smoothly (in the 2-D world) even while it is being hit. This
caused more than half of the false negatives (39 / 72, when
Ta = π/8, Tv = 2).

• We currently assume that there is only one serve in a play
shot; however, this is not always the case. When multiple
serves exist in a shot, the tracker currently can get confused.

5. THE HIGH-LEVEL MODULES

These modules combine the results from the ball and player
tracking to generate an analysis of the evolution of each play
shot. The ‘serveDetection’ module (Section 5.1) detects
serve events. The ‘3DCues’ module (Section 5.2) trans-
forms events from the 2-D scene analysis — ‘serveDetec-
tion’ and ‘ballTracking’— into a real-world coordinate sys-
tem and re-interprets them in that context. The ‘highLevel’
module (Section 5.3) then deduces the shot outcome from
the real-world events.

5.1. Module ‘serveDetection’

The system performs these three operations on each player:

• process player tracking data to see whether any of the
players is located in a possible serving position, and create
a contour of each player,

• detect whether any of the players has the body pose we
would normally associate with a serve hit,

• verify that the tennis ball is directly above the player.

The process is repeated for each field from the beginning
of the shot, and terminates if, forany of the playersall of
the above hold. At this point a serve is deemed to have
occurred.

5.2. Module ‘3DCues’

The events from the preceding modules are reinterpreted in
3D space:

• Hit / bounce discrimination is performed on all events
recognised by the ball tracking module. If a player is close
to the ball and the ball is located where a hit can reason-
ably be made, the event is labelled as a hit; otherwise it is
labelled as a bounce.

• The court coordinates of the players and of ball events are
projected onto the court surface model. We use the position
of the players’ feet, and assume that when the ball is hit it is
roughly above the player.

• The events are labelled according to the region of the court
in which they occurred.

• To avoid multiple instances of the same event in close suc-
cession, no event labels are permitted within 3 frames of
each other.

5.3. Module ‘highLevel’

The rules of the game of tennis provide us with a good
guideline as to what events we will have to be capable of
tracking efficiently, so as to follow the evolution of a tennis
match properly. Such events would include:



• the tennis ball being hit by the players

• the ball bouncing on the court

• the players’ positions and shapes (that is, body poses)

These events are used to perform reasoning about events
at a higher level, like awarding a play outcome. The model
for the evolution and award of a point in a tennis match is
illustrated in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Model for awarding a point in a tennis match

As we can see, the model contains a number of loops;
the state transitions drawn withbold lines indicate where
these loops close. In order to simplify the design, we pro-
pose to replace the original scene evolution model with a
set of sub-models, each one illustrating a certain scenario of
the match evolution. This set of sub-graphs is illustrated in
Figure 8.
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Fig. 8. Switching model and its set of sub-models

As we can see from the set of sub-models, we have opted
for a more ‘perceptual’ way of selecting the set of event
chains that will form the model. Moreover, choosing to de-
compose the initial graph down into sub-graphs and train
each subgraph separately will be beneficial in other ways:

• Probabilistic reasoning tools (like HMMs) will enable cor-
rection of wrongly detected elementary events within the
game, so a point can be correctly awarded even if not all
events are accurately detected.

• Since the models are simpler, we can use a smaller train-
ing set.

• In some cases, we can use prior knowledge to speed up the
training process. For example, statistics available for events
occurring in a tennis match helps us get a very good initial
estimate for the HMM parameters without the need for an
explicit training process.

• It will be easier to determine which sub-models need to
be improved to improve the whole system.

Since the system is dealing with ambiguous and noisy
data, we are bound to encounter event detection errors in
the process. Hence, another issue is that the the reasoning
engine should be robust to false input events. To address
this, the system used an HMM with a look-ahead decision
mechanism, thereby allowing us to take into account events
that occurafter the current one. The length of the look-
ahead window has been limited to one event, thus allowing
us to correct isolated errors. There are two reasons for this
choice:

• If the length of the look-ahead window is too large, short
shots with errors in them may be wrongly interpreted. That
can happen as, at the end of the chain, the Viterbi algorithm
will not have enough evidence to correct errors.

• Of the events used as input to the HMM, the ones most
susceptible to errors are the ball bounces. However, since
only one bounce can occur between two successive hits if
the ball is still in play, detecting a player hit (not a serve)
automatically removes the chance of a point being awarded,
even if the bounce point is wrongly detected (or not detected
at all).

5.4. Experiments on the shot-level tennis annotation sys-
tem

The scheme described above has been tested on approxi-
mately half an hour’s play from the Women’s Final of the
2003 Australian Open Tennis Tournament. The sequence
included a total of 44 shots that were “play” shots, all of
which were correctly recognised as such. This part of the
match only included serves from the near player.

If a shot contains an entire play sequence, there are 5
possible correct outcomes: no play; faulty serve by either



player; point awarded to either player. The model also con-
tains other possible situations, such as a good serve, but
where the shot terminated before the play was complete.
A summary of the results is given in Table 2. One of the
shots contained two “play” sequences; this is treated as two
separate shots.

Total shots 45
Correctly inferred 33
Point awarded to the wrong player 4
Point awarded when it shouldn’t be 1
Pointnotawarded when it should be 7
Success Rate 73%

Tab. 2. Total results for Automatically Annotated Data

These results reflect the current state of development of
the system. A more detailed analysis indicated a number of
problems:

• Sometimes the ball tracking misses the first bounce after
the serve. Since the first bounce of the serve is crucial to
outcome of the serve, it can be quite difficult to infer what
has happened. Even when a call for a bad serve is made,
a lot of receiving players tend to hit the ball anyway. One
solution might be to increase the size of the look-ahead win-
dow in order to check for further play activity. In that case
we would need to take care of misinterpreting short plays,
such as aces, which may have fewer states in total than the
look-ahead window size.

• The system relies on the success of the serve detection
algorithm in order to start processing a shot. If it fails, the
sequence is not analysed further.

• If a shot contains more than one serve, the system only
picks up the last one.

• Currently the reasoning engine gets re-initialised for each
shot, thus eliminating any earlier information that could help
us recover from errors encountered on the current shot.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have created an integrated system that enables us to
analyse tennis video material up to the level of a single
shot. The system can also store partial results for subse-
quent experiments, thus avoiding repeated running of the
time-consuming lower-level modules. The above results in-
dicate that there is much to be done to improve the accuracy
of the system, but they reflect the fact that the system is still
under development. Now that we have an integrated system,
it is easier to identify the weaknesses, such as:

• Ball events are often missed or wrongly classified, for sev-
eral reasons: we noticed that they are frequently difficult to

detect even by eye; there is no explicit model of the ball
events within the Kalman filter, and at present we are not
analysing the audio channel.

• Currently shots are analysed individually: combining in-
formation over wider time scales than a single shot, using
higher-level models of the tennis rules, should improve the
accuracy.

• The HMM interpreting the play rules in the ‘highLevel’
module is currently using as input “hard” decisions made in
other modules. Using “soft” decisions, or combining deci-
sions with confidence information, should improve matters.

However we feel that the basic approach is sound, and
we emphasise that the results are preliminary. The mem-
ory model works reliably, and is readily adaptable to a wide
range of cognitive tasks that require analysis at a number of
different semantic levels. In the future, we plan to add au-
dio processing (initially to detect ball hits and bounces) and
face recognition to the system. Text processing, particularly
to extract the scores, would also provide valuable additional
evidence.
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